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Preface 

 

I would like to mention that without the vision and relentless determination of Dan 

Wright, I wouldn’t be here, and neither would you. 

 

It is a long voyage to Ithaca 

But on the way West will be many islands; 

And the dolphins weaving the sea 

And the sun in its eternal transit 

Are propitious signs 

Of a true bearing. 

 

Introduction 

 

“Tis not alone my inky cloak / good mother, / Nor customary suits of solemn black, / Nor 

windy suspiration of forc’d breath, / No, nor the fruitful river in the eye, / Nor the 

dejected havior of the visage, / Together with all forms, moods, shapes of grief / That can 

denote me truly. These indeed seem, / For they are actions that a man might play; / But I 

have that within which passes show; / These but the trappings and the suits of woe.” 

(Hamlet, I.2.77-86) 

 

We are looking for “that within which passes show”, the soul of Edward de Vere, 17
th

 

Earl of Oxford, putative author of the Shakespeare canon. 

 

Werner Jaeger, three generations ago considered one of the pre-eminent classical 

historians and now mainly forgotten, defined biography in the first part of his 1938 

Sather Gate Lectures on Demosthenes: “We can never reconstruct the actual course of 

events in the past. No matter how hard we may try to free ourselves, we shall always see 

the fifth century with the eyes of Thucydides and the fourth with those of Demosthenes. 

Let us therefore reread Demosthenes’ speeches… as sources for our understanding of the 
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inner process by which his political thought develops. It is not enough to select a few 

surface facts, throwing away all the rest, as is too often the way of the historian. Nor is it 

enough to limit our study to the art of Demosthenes’ rhetoric. Whichever of these two 

latter methods we follow, the real intellectual substance of the speeches—that which 

gives them their life and determines their form—will slip through our fingers. For in the 

end neither historical nor philological analysis will give us the true Demosthenes. Such a 

‘division of labor’, it seems to me, hardly advances our knowledge.”  

 

Knowing the substance of ‘Shakespeare’, as that of Demosthenes, means inter-relating 

works with life. We Oxford scholars read bifurcated—therefore warped—conventional 

interpretations of the author of the Shakespeare canon. James Shapiro, the current 

representative of the status quo theory, encouraged a New York City audience to cover 

one eye, forget the life, just read the plays. This is profoundly dishonest and contrary to 

Western literary criticism. 

 

But the plays return us to the life because they came from a life. Touting detached 

imagination to explain ‘Shakespeare’ and banishing the life pretends to be literary history 

but ends as bloodless fiction. In truth, it is a rationalizing screen to avoid the damaging 

consequences of seeking out a writer in Shakspere of Stratford. The fox covers his 

trapped paw with the bait, and we pity him. 

 

The model of textual-only criticism, as Jaeger said, means nothing without factual 

context. There has been no high literature that is purely imaginary. More’s ‘Utopia’ is not 

high literature. The great writer reveals and he also conceals. The historiographical 

fallacy of the Stratfordian construct is its inherent vacuum. No author exists there to do 

either. There is a quotation on the subject, centuries old, by Guizot: “ Shakespeare is like 

a beacon in the night with no visible foundation to hold it aloft.” 

 

Shakspere was a prudential indeed predatory personality whose identity got co-opted in a 

posthumous Jacobean coup to disclaim the potentials of the Shakespeare documents. It 

was owing to kindred potentials—interfering artistic truth—that Plato banned poets from 

the Republic entirely. Ovid, Pushkin, Mandelstam, Pasternak—it isn’t a new story in 

human history. 

 

Therefore, following Jaeger’s example, I will commit the ‘biographical fallacy’ of 

connecting art and artist, creation and creator, regarding ‘Shakespeare’ with what strike 

me as remarkably evocative expressions by Oxford and the mind behind the name 

‘Shakespeare’. This is a cautious but universal method in all biographies, regardless of 

era. Why universal, because murdering the nexus between life and work violates what 

human creativity is—expansive communication, to a greater or lesser degree shaped from 

transformed inner content, a fleeting microcosm of Creation itself. 

 

I Was Oxford a Genius Personality? 

 

We will be noting repeated influences in Oxford’s psychic life that manifested in 

Elizabethan literature. In summary they are: 1) death and the drive to transcend mortality; 
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2) social defiance or autonomy; 3) conflicted love; 4) the attachment to Nature; 5) the gift 

for expression and drive to master learning; and 6) belief in a literary destiny. 

 

These elements of his character unified very early. They are implicit in the signed 

introductions to Baldezzar Castiglione’s ‘The Courtier’ and Jerome Cardan’s ‘Cardanus 

Comforte’. It is interesting also that they so closely parallel Ellen Winner’s profile of 

genius in ‘Gifted Children: Myths and Realities’. If Oxford WAS the genius Shakespeare, 

they should. Her genius profile: 1) loss of a parent; 2) marching to one’s own drummer; 

3) turbulent family relations; 4) wide-ranging interests; 5) precocious gifts and 

subsequent mastery of an area of knowledge; and 6) the sense of knowing one’s 

extraordinary powers. 

 

Quoting: “Three-fourths of the eminent creators studied by Terman experienced some 

kinds of extreme stress in their early family life.., particularly shocking is the frequency 

with which eminent individuals have lost a parent in childhood…Tolstoy, Dante, 

Michelangelo, Raphael, J.S. Bach, Wagner, and Charlie Chaplin… In [another] study of 

major creators, over a fifth had lost one or both parents in childhood. Levels of early 

parental loss in creators are over three times as high as levels in the population at 

large…The only other groups with such high levels of parent loss are delinquents and 

depressive or suicidal psychiatric patients.” (p. 299) Nobel Prize winners “in literature 

were more likely to come from unstable family environments,” eight times more likely 

than Laureates in science to have lost a parent in childhood. 

 

How to explain psychological compensation for unacceptable loss? Necessity is the 

mother of invention, though more frequently of neurosis or crime. Challenged in life, 

dismayed by a parent’s death, the drive to sublimate creates symbolic permanence that 

transcends the horror, the incomprehensible transience, of beastly reality. In such loss, the 

child’s receptive soul feels the essence of not one-life, but two. The same principle 

applies with other loved ones. William Wordsworth, Samuel Clemens, Jack Kerouac, Jim 

Harrison, for example, lost their closest sibling. 

 

Such a mysterious early process as artistic impulse is not to be explained mechanistically, 

but we can invoke the image of fire and say that a specific and overpowering sense of 

meaning ignites and grows amidst and upon the literary artist’s vicissitudes. The psychic 

drives can be likened to lungs pumping clouds of inspiration, anguish, humor into 

imaginative form, (Bob Dylan said ‘chains of flashing images’) a freed expressive form it 

is importantly true, but form worked and conveyed from within a social frame. Great art 

does not fly from experience but receives and absorbs and transforms it into syntheses of 

new feeling. 

 

Oxford fits the genius profile. He was a precocious writer, thinker, poet, and dramatist 

beset with tragedy. By age twelve, he knew the human condition, that life is brief and the 

gods unconcerned. Will Somers, his father’s Court jester, his own beloved friend at 

Hedingham, died when he was ten. Two years after Somers, Oxford’s father Earl John 

died, with ruthless political overtones, dispossessing Oxford of his inherited kingdom. 

John Bale, the first English playwright to use historical plots involving kings, a resident 
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at Hedingham, died the next year, and Oxford’s sister claimed the family lands, saying he 

was bastard-born. His mother died five years later while he was exiled in ward.  

We will be talking about literary monuments in a minute, but Oxford gave Somers a 

literary monument, the contrived name Yorick in Hamlet, E-O-Rick, Earl of Oxford’s 

Rick. ‘Rick’ was theater jester, Richard Tarleton, the leading comic player of the 1580’s, 

who was close to Oxford during the era of ‘Hamlet’s’ composition. Hamlet referred to 

Yorick’s death twenty-three years before. Somers died in 1560. That puts the initial 

writing of the mature ‘Hamlet’ at 1583. The principle for this device goes back to Plato’s 

Cratylus: when inventing a name, “Imitation of the essence is made by syllables and 

letters.” EO conflates to Yo, Rick refers to the role of court jester. These anomalies 

disappear when you have the right portrait in the frame.  

The childhood traumas of abandonment, dishonor, bastardry, and exile also permeate the 

Shakespeare canon. From ‘All’s Well That Ends Well’, a play biographically close to 

Oxford’s youth: (C) In delivering my son from me, I bury a second husband. (B) And I in 

going madam, weep over my father’s death anew, but I must attend His Majesty’s 

command, to whom I am in ward evermore in subjection. (AWTEW, I:1) 

II The Rebellious Orphan in Society 

After leaving home, Oxford thrived as a child and youth in society, though scandal 

plagued him, never mind its truth. To be maligned is all that matters to the hunters and 

the prey. Suspected bastard, dispossessed prodigal son, cuckolded husband, hostile-

eccentric tethered from travel and military command—society reaps double victories over 

those it fears or envies. Secrecy punished without truth and lied without shame, one of 

the rare instances when cowardice has its day. Passages in Oxford and ‘Shakespeare’ 

capture that dynamic. “I smile to see me scorned so / You weep for joy to see me woe.” 

By the same token, Oxford did not cringe: “Thus contraries be used I find / Of wise, to 

cloak the covert mind.” He acted, knowing the power of persona. AYLI reflects his 

behavior at Court: “A man replete with mocks, full of comparisons and wounding flouts 

which on all states he will execute.” (AYLI: II,1) He parried by opposites: “Covering 

discretion with a cloak of folly” (Henry IV2—II,4). The Prince “hath obscured his 

contemplation under a veil of wildness”: (Henry V, I, 1) “Thou art not what thou 

seem’st” (Henry IV1—V,4), repeating verbatim the wording of an adolescent poem: ”I 

am not as I seem to be / For when I smile I am not glad / Athrall, although you count me 

free / I most in mirth most pensive sad / I smile to hide my bitter spite.” Cut by social 

cruelty, he resiliently survived through wit, role-playing, and art’s displacement of 

tension. 

Also, like many who have suffered incomprehensible injustice at an early age, loss that 

will not be redeemed in a lifetime, Oxford sought revenge and plenty of it. It manifested 

in his violence, taunts, his angry soul attacking those closest to him—as the wary 

abandoned child often does—but also, from behind the theatrical mask, in the dualities of 

the court plays, the twins, the fool, the antic clown with a bitter quip or tear. He 

concealed, modulated, and projected his moods, making for catharsis that all felt and 
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shared in the hidden theater darkness. The healing sanctity of art may be intertwined with 

this mystery of evocation, communed understanding, and group inspiration, whether 

achieved in the concert hall, theater, or tabernacle. Catharsis means cleansing. 

Oxford’s oppositional style boils down to fundamental—I must add, melancholic—

discontent, discontent being a characteristic feature of the creative genius, the 

indomitable drive to right injustice or expose violations of truth, to the extremity of 

revolutionary and heretical thought. In a medical idiom, Oxford went to the unstable 

margin of sanity and madness, what William James called a psychopathic temperament. 

We use the euphemisms ‘bipolar’ and ‘mood disorder’, also observable in the gifted soul. 

It leads to heightened perception, new ways to perceive and comprehend— in this case 

involving the paradoxes of truth and hundreds of words and phrases we still speak and 

feel with. In Winner’s terms, “sharpened and focused thinking, novel associations, over 

inclusive categories (perceiving similarities between things normally seen as different) 

and speed of thought, as well as the kind of drive so often found in creative people.” (p. 

302) The result has been prolific, protean, seemingly manic creativity—Van Gogh, 

Rembrandt, Chagall, Jackson Pollock, Picasso, Dickens, Clemens, Wolfe, Faulkner-and 

Shakespeare. Creativity is not the part-time task the Stratfordian theory requires. 

Oxford sought revenge in a more political sense, against the thieving pack warring to rule 

England. The official histories temporize this phase as the ‘rise of the mercantile class’. It 

was a struggle for acquisition and power in the aftermath of a religious revolution. As an 

orphan, then a preoccupied dreamer and prodigal, he was the obvious mark. Rapacity 

took his lineage's castles, lands, and surrounding towns and left his family dishonored. 

There could be no greater wound in late feudal England. The word ‘honor’ appears 690 

times in ‘Shakespeare’. The canon’s many central characters, all feudal aristocrats, 

resemble Oxford’s own socially contrary nature: Hamlet; Prince Hal (H-V); Edmund 

(Lear); Jaques (AYLI); Othello; Coriolanus; Benedick (MAAN); Bertram (AWTEW); 

and Philip Faulconbridge (King John).  

III Conflicted Love 

The shame surrounding Earl John de Vere’s death in 1562 quickly ramified, involving 

conflicted love, a third theme in Oxford’s inner experience and further characteristic of 

the genius type. Dr. Winner used the social science phrase “extreme stress in early family 

life.” We will say that Margery Vere married indecently and took no further part in 

Oxford’s life soon after Earl John died. He had to leave home. His older sister charged he 

was a bastard. He lashed out at his unwanted wife, had mistresses, met assignations, 

conflicted with the Queen, a surrogate mother. He scandalized himself with the Queen’s 

lady in waiting Anne Vavasour before returning to his wife in her foreshortened last 

years. 

Shakespeare’s heroes were always of two minds about their women. That is clear from 

Comedy of Errors on. Hardly a heroine did not have a dark twin or else end in sorrow. 

Fortuitiously, it was because of the constancy of Portia-like Elizabeth Trentham, that 
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Oxford consolidated his work. The receptive, tempestuous, or exalted Muse cannot be 

overestimated as a spur to creativity. 

Anne Cecil haunted Oxford the rest of his life. He had shunned her, but she was innocent. 

In time, jealousy, anger, aversion, denial turned to their opposites. Despite the scarred 

marriage, the Vere daughters proved instrumental in the publication of the First Folio. 

This eulogy for Fulvia which I am about to read, so rueful it sounds like a confession, 

does not apply to Elizabeth or Anne Vavasour but eerily matches Anne Cecil. Mark 

Anderson dates Antony and Cleopatra to the Spanish Armada, the precise time of Anne’s 

death. 

“There’s a great spirit gone! Thus did I desire it; / What our contempt doth often hurl 

from us, / We wish it ours again; the present pleasure, / By revolutions lowering, does 

become / The opposite of itself; she’s good being gone, / The hand that could pluck her 

back shoved her on…Her passions are made of nothing but the finer parts of pure love; / 

We cannot call her winds and waters, sighs and tears / They are greater storms and 

tempests than almanacs can report / This cannot be cunning in her; if it be, she makes / A 

shower of rain as well as Jove…Would I had never seen her.” (A&C, I,2) Remorse, grief, 

irretrievable sorrow, the same mood as the Delta blues that ends, “I didn’t know I loved 

her until they let her down.” A long period of mourning followed. 

His chaotic relations with women were fraught with pain, not unlike Albert Einstein—

who in his most creative phase was admittedly a failure as a husband and parent.  

IV Philosophy and Wisdom as Psychic Consolation 

These personal, social, and political pressures might have destroyed anyone. How did 

Oxford persevere? The question brings us to the consolation of knowledge, wisdom, and 

religious belief, always somewhere in the gifted person’s life. Knowledge mitigates or 

distracts us from the hurt of suffering or more rarely transcends it.  

To be unconditionally accepted by well-disposed parental figures is just as significant. 

Oxford’s mentor Thomas Smith and wife Philippa—themselves childless—became like 

godparents in his early years. Without knowing details, we intuit the combined influences 

of needed nurture and profound learning upon the devotional essence in Oxford’s soul. 

The support from admired figures, the wisdom they imbued, seemed to give his precocity 

vital sustenance.  

Prospero makes an arresting tribute to such a learned mentor (Gonzalo): “Knowing I 

loved my books, he furnished me from mine own library with volumes that I prize above 

my dukedom.”  

Cymbeline (I.1.43-4) also has an ad hoc hint about its protagonist’s early education: 

“[Posthumus] gleaned all the learning that his time could make him the receiver of, which 

he took as we do air, fast as ‘twas ministered.” 
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The genius personality finds his natural field of mastery, here, language, history, the 

musical and literary arts. Life-long commitment achieves the mastery. Oxford’s highly 

literate introduction to Cardanus Comforte, in addition to being an historic tribute to 

classical knowledge, announces his literary credo, to share virtue with the world. He was 

only twenty-two, ten years after the first attempt at serious work, Romeus and Juliet. The 

introduction led within a few years to the Italian-inspired English Renaissance. This early 

mastery of the classical curricula, and the works sponsored and written in its shadow, 

revolutionized that tradition into an English version of both aristocratic heroism and self-

knowledge. At the same time it utterly failed to change the path of English leadership and 

monarchy, Oxford’s worldly ambition. He expressed the Court versus country dichotomy 

in words resembling other sidelined authors, Ovid, Virgil, and the Chinese masters: “So 

to the wood went I, / With love to live and lie, / Fortune’s forlorn. / Experience of my 

youth, / Made me think humble Truth / In deserts born.” (Fortune and Love) 

Another mentor, Oxford’s uncle Arthur Golding, had argued on his behalf to defeat the 

bastardry charge in 1563. The outcast curse recurs remarkably often in the Shakespeare 

canon with Coriolanus, Edmund, Philip Faulconbridge (I am I howe’er I was begot) 

(King John), Margarelon and Thersites in Troilus and Cressida, and Richard II (I know 

no I) in a fit of anguish.  

Golding became both teacher and father surrogate. There are several non-plot related 

remarks in the Shakespeare plays about an uncle: 

1. "This boy...hath been tutored in the rudiments of many disparate studies by his 

uncle" ('As You Like It') 

2. "An old religious uncle of mine taught me to speak." (loc. cit.) 

3. "And thy uncle will / As dear be to thee as thy father was" ('King John')  

4. "When my uncle told me [my father had died] he wept / And hugged me to his 

arm and bade me rely on him as on my father / And said he would love me as his 

own child." (Richard III: II,2) 

Golding had warned him early in the dedication to the Psalms of David not to forget 

religion in his penchant for history—intellectualism being an aristocratic taboo. The 

canon features the psalms and parables from the Geneva Bible, but Oxford never 

departed from an identification with secular history and literature. Nor when it came to 

his writing did he follow the advice of his exemplar, Castiglione, and simply write in 

secret for private friends. Why? 

Winner refers to wholesomely aggressive gifted personalities (p. 295) who know their 

powers, meaning they feel a sense of inevitable destiny that is untroubled by or 

unconscious of the forces of convention. The drive to mastery often means flouting other 

people’s rules. A passage in Hamlet: “Yes from the table of my memory / I’ll wipe away 

all trivial fond records / All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past / That youth and 

observation copies there.” (Hamlet: I, 5) 
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V Nature as the Soul’s Refuge 

A non-intellectual resource was empathy with Nature. Like Seneca, Oxford sought solace 

and refuge there. Both Spenser and Sidney referred to Oxford’s reclusive countryman 

inclinations. Nature dominates the imagery of the Shakespeare canon with an immediacy 

never found before in literature, including Homer and Heraclitus. One cannot know flora 

and fauna systematically except through training and practice, and I do not diminish the 

influence of Thomas Smith, George Baker and John Gerard on Oxford’s knowledge of 

plants and herbs. But every plant and creature, horse to bee, seemed to have something to 

say to ‘Shakespeare’ about the plight of the living. From Venus and Adonis: “As the 

snail, whose tender horns being hit,’/ Shrinks backwards in his shelly cave with pain, / 

And there all smothered up, in shade doth sit, / Long after, fearing to creep forth again; / 

So, at his bloody view, her eyes are fled / Into the deep dark cabins of her head.” (V&A 

1033-8) As seen in the lives of Sally Carrighar and John Muir, the abandoned soul WILL 

find the maternal embrace of life, even in its broadest manifestation, prodigious Mother 

Nature herself. And the fecundity of physical creation stirs imaginative art. The beautiful 

is the splendor of the true.  

The Jungian concept of the Unconscious gives us another insight. The dreaming artist 

intuits through a glass darkly to the future group soul—that he voices and quickens into 

verbal or visual consciousness. Oxford was NOT an egalitarian—he believed in the 

hierarchic Chain of Being. But his concept of the heroic man, expressed at the advent of 

print, subtly reached egalitarian potential, by way of literacy and theater. If 

Shakespearean souls were capable of heroic honor and dignity, by identification so were 

the auditor and reader. Ideas get in the air. From Henry V: “For there is none of you so 

mean and base/ That hath not noble luster in your eyes,” and “I think the king is but a 

man.” It is a short rhetorical step to, “All men are created equal”, although vested 

interests struggled for centuries. Shelley wrote, ‘Poets are the unacknowledged legislators 

of the world.” 

VI ‘The Courtier’ as the Epitome of Medieval Learning 

Thus far we have traced Oxford’s early exposure to death, predisposed social rebellion, 

conflicted love, Nature as a refuge, and the profound resource of learning in the life of the 

genius personality. But what happens to the genius when he meets the exigencies of the 

State. Who uses whom? Now we move from character description to biographical 

tragedy. 

He was contradictory, both rebellious and conservative, the latter implicit in his reliance 

on ‘The Courtier’ and ‘Cardanus Comforte’ for a standard of honor. He anchored himself 

in feudal chivalry, a moral structure from which he opposed materialism, money, 

commerce, and vulgar clock-time, the ‘New Men’. These were the “pitiful thrivers” 

decried in Sonnet 125. Their truncation of life reduced Time to a “suborned [or hostage] 

informer” not meant for “true souls”. The knight, warrior, faithful Consigliere and loyal 

vassal seemed to personify his Heroic archetype. As Plato said in The Laws, “I sing not, I 

care not, about any man even if he were the richest of men, and possessed every good…if 
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he be not at all times a brave warrior.” Socrates was a heroic warrior. Marcus Aurelius’s 

vocation was war. Oxford’s play was blood sport. To best the aristocracy of England in 

armed combat meant symbolic triumph in valor, horsemanship, and athletic power. He 

did it twice. But it was a young man’s game, not Power. 

In reading the blankly authored plays of ‘Shakespeare’ Freud sought the shadowed 

Achilles behind the literary magnificence, easily imaginable, given the name, as a knight 

on horseback shaking a spear. A 1576 poem, attributed to Gascoigne, begins: “Beholde 

Good Queene: A Poet with a Speare / To serve you so as may become me beste, / In 

fields, in Towne, in Courte or anywhere.” 

It had already happened. In the summer of 1575 at Palermo Oxford issued a plenary 

challenge to single combat for the honor of England, according to Edward Webbe, “for 

which he was highly commended, and yet no man durst be so hardy to encounter with 

him, so that all Italy over, he is acknowledged the only Chevalier and Nobleman of 

England. This title they give unto him, as worthily deserved.” (Shine Forth, p. 170) The 

Commedia dell’Arte was still staging a farce about him a full century later. In it ‘Elmond 

milord of Oxford’ carried a large sword. His colors were violet. He carried the device, a 

falcon with the motto Tendit in ardua virtius, ‘Valor proceeds to arduous undertakings’. 

Miguel Cervantes was in Palermo that summer. He later created the tragi-comic feudal 

knight Don Quixote, bearing striking resemblances to Oxford, an actual paladin of the 

fading feudal age. Nabokov wrote a charming poem about their meeting at an inn while 

fresh horses were being readied—and the darkening night was blue. (See Appendix III, 

Shakespeare Papers, wjray.net) But literary behemoths are usually like whales passing on 

predetermined routes.  

Which is a good point at which to introduce Oxford’s sponsoring ‘The Courtier’ into 

Latin in 1572, his premiere as artist-courtier. He assumed the feudal age was not over, 

that every courtier’s purpose was to reach heroic perfection. In the translation project, 

there was a—perhaps unconscious—revolutionary motive, communicating to the lower 

orders the courtly virtues from an aristocrat’s private enclave of privilege. Oxford 

undertook to write the introduction “to ensure that neither my good will (which is very 

great) should remain unexpressed, nor that my skill (which is small) should seem to fear 

to face the light and the eyes of men.” The Courtier has the honor to speak the truth aloud 

in public with an unfrightened mind. Here an extraordinarily expansive personality 

gracefully defied his class code. In the same stroke he ignored Castiglione’s 

admonishment to write privately. Carrying that out—as an artist a century before the role 

had social sanction—required a parallel career in publishing discretion. He utilized 

proxies, monikers, anonymity, and trusted printers in order to reach the public. Here I 

recommend Robert Sean Brazil’s ‘Edward de Vere and the Shakespeare Printers’.  

Contemporary writers signaled certain identifying words and phrases to indirectly allude 

to him. We need note only one of these, which would become an underground constant: 

“set forth”—four being the homonym set vier /Vere in German and the ordinal fourth 

deVierde in Dutch. Oxford as Ignoto wrote “set forth too much” in praise of Spenser and 

“setting forth” earlier in the Cardan introduction. Other Elizabethans used it as a proxy, 
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that is a verbal cue to him: Nashe in 1589, ’92, and ’93; Marston in 1598; the Sonnets 

dedication, the Heminge-Condell Epistle, the Jonson tribute, the Basse encomium, and a 

repetition of its reference in the Second Folio, all featuring ‘forth’ or ‘four’ to covertly 

suggest the name ‘Vere’. 

‘The Courtier’ itself is a Socratic portrait of aristocratic Virtue. Let us use it for a 

biographical comparison: a pleasing but virile countenance, medium height and skill with 

weapons; duel and riding eminence; the qualities of grace, manners, composure; skills of 

speech and writing; sound thought and usage even more than martial prowess; music and 

painting; above all, serving the Prince with devotion and direct honesty. In short, the 

transfer of the classical virtues into a rich barbaric aristocracy later called the Italian 

Renaissance. Compare Gabriel Harvey’s observation of Oxford in 1580: “A fellow 

peerless in England / Not the like discourser for Tongue / And head to be found out.” 

And then Hamlet: “The courtier’s, soldier’s, scholar’s eye, tongue, sword, / The 

expectancy and rose of the fair state, / The glass of fashion and the mould of form, / the 

observed of all observers.” (Hamlet: III, 1) Or Sonnet 20: “A man in hue all hues in his 

controlling, / Which steals men’s eyes and women’s souls amazeth.”  

The tragedy of Oxford’s failure as genius-artist-courtier was that the honest vassal and 

the ambitious underling do not live in the same moral universe, nor the artistic canon of 

ethics with prudential expediency. Artistic truth, albeit morally consistent within a work, 

is a too-evanescent spirituality to immediately overcome force and ambition, which John 

Maynard Keynes called the Animal Spirit. Through the medium of art, history’s shadow 

(or image or likeness) bends into something longer-lasting, metaphor, reality distilled to 

parable. As seen in the Hamlet sub-play, the demise of Troy has no date. It is 

allegorically on-going, like Achilles’ archetypal Shield of what life is. Oxford’s implicit 

assumption of knowledge, with art as its medium, assisting Virtue, not avaricious Power, 

doomed his works as policy. You can’t tell a vicious man to become wise. He did not 

heed Plato’s warning to hide from power’s storm. The Tragedies and Histories, whatever 

else they contain, are art’s judgment upon the Machiavellian, the tyrant, and the usurper.  

There are theories, which I respect, that a prime motivation driving the art was that he 

was a frustrated King and wrote accordingly, for his time and thereafter. Decades before 

Charles Beauclerk proposed the idea as an historical possibility, political philosopher 

John H. Schaar intuited it with the question, “Has anyone ever felt and portrayed the 

pageantry and temper of kingly sway more acutely than Shakespeare? In his magnificent 

historical dramas appear all the life and all the color, all the greatness and the baseness of 

the ascendant English monarchy.” (Loyalty in America, p. 32) 

Beauclerk’s ‘Shakespeare’s Lost Kingdom’ contains the best literary criticism in the field 

for the last fifty years. 

‘Shakespeare’ is regal politics penetrated with tragic wisdom. Summarizing an 

unfortunately neglected subject in a sentence, the partisan nature of English state power 

first secretively used Oxford’s genius, then neutralized his influence, and found it 

expedient to snuff his memory. The State stipend that had financed writing two plays a 
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year for eighteen years, estimating the total from 1586, also effaced him from either 

feudal or modern glory, an exploitation of the blind spot in his character, the drive to be a 

philosopher-king writing for the ages. Tragos refers to the goat. In Neil Young’s phrase, 

“The same thing that makes you strong will kill you in the end.” 

Oxford’s magisterial insight, that history is Man’s eternal Drama, mirrored the classical 

notion of devolving civilizations, reverse progress descending a gyre from the mythical 

Golden Age, the idea of Hesiod and Plato and before them the Egyptians. Horace 

followed with the epigram, “Time depreciates the value of the world.” Great empires 

sacked, vandals and criminals move in with lesser minds, or in Horatio’s prophecy, “So 

shall you hear / of carnal, bloody, and unnatural actions / Of accidental judgments, casual 

slaughters / Of deaths put on by cunning and forc’d cause / And in this upshot, purposes 

mistook / Fallen on the inventors’ heads.” (Hamlet V, 2) The annals of modern 

annihilation take their elevated mythos from ‘Shakespeare’. His perspective in turn, 

derived from reading Thucydides and Tacitus, Xenophon, Hesiod, and Herodotus 

provides us, like the worker bees provide the drones, a literary bridge between the ancient 

and modern world-views.  

The classical background formed a means for him to articulate painful psychological 

experience as well, his own then ours. Shakespearean tragedy of course owes most to 

Greek tragedy, (i.e., Fate rules over flawed Man as we the Chorus stand silently by), but 

also to the Roman Stoics—their fin de siécle certainty it is too late for honor to triumph, 

too late being the pre-condition of tragedy. As an example, I will quote first the Roman 

Stoic, Persius Flaccus Aulus (34-62 A.D.) an extremely minor poet who died at twenty-

eight in Nero’s reign: “But when tomorrow comes, yesterday’s morrow will have been 

already spent; and lo! A fresh morrow will be forever making away with our years, each 

just beyond our grasp…Tomorrow you will be a dust, a shadow, a tale that is told. Live 

mindful of death. The hour flies. The word that I speak is so much taken from it.” And 

Macbeth: “She should have died hereafter. There would have been time for such a word. 

Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow / Creeps in this petty pace from day to day / To 

the last syllable of recorded time / And all our yesterdays have lighted fools / The way to 

dusty death / Out out brief candle. Life’s but a walking shadow / A poor player that struts 

and frets upon the stage / And then is heard no more. It is a tale told by an idiot / Full of 

sound and fury, signifying nothing.” The evidence of our ears and understanding is that 

whoever wrote this was a learned, suffering, nearly destroyed soul. The consolation of 

philosophy has limits. It leaves us lonely honor. 

VII Facing Death 

Jerome Cardan’s ‘Consolation’ gathered the classical and medieval philosophy of Stoical 

acceptance. Oxford re-newed it in poetic language, which has come to represent the 

Time-spirit of the modern age, the Hamlet soliloquy. No assisting God, no angels, but 

man himself alone. Hardin Craig has argued that Hamlet’s Book was ‘Cardanus 

Comforte’. It has also been suggested as Juvenal’s Satires, to match Hamlet’s running 

denigrations of court life. According to Barrell and William Fowler, numerous 

Shakespearean stylistics stem from Cardan and Oxford’s introduction of him. 
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The introduction expressed two prophetic intentions: “to see others acquitted of their 

cares”, i.e., to lessen suffering, a Christian ethic; and to increase those noble virtues that 

follow from the blessings of knowledge, reaped for the many, not just the courtier. Here 

the courage of genius, or is it the genius of courage?—because character and talent work 

together to make the man or destroy both work and man—ejects from the surrounding 

social frame. Oxford invoked a series of Nature imageries to support general publication, 

e.g., “What doth avail the tree unless it yield fruit unto another,” derived from Scripture 

but also reflecting Persius Flaccus Aulus’s question from the same epoch, “Is[n’t] all 

your knowledge to go <so> utterly for nothing unless other people know that you possess 

it?” What doth avail a mass of gold imprisoned in Bedingfield’s bags or Oxford’s chests? 

Murdering it there were “unpardonable error”, when instead “MANY may reap 

knowledge by the reading of the same that shall comfort the afflicted, confirm [bolster] 

the doubtful, encourage the coward, and lift up the base-minded man to achieve any true 

sum or grade of virtue: whereto ought only the noble thoughts of man to be inclined.”  

He placed secular letters side by side with “sacred letters of divinity” as encouragers of 

that divinity. In sum, published, attributed, secular writing would enlighten far into the 

future. In the space of a few paragraphs, Oxford politicized and democratized classical 

learning and prefigured his future work. 

Then like the Sonnets, which professed itself a monument to the author’s unnamed lord, 

he concluded to Bedingfield, “I shall erect you…a monument in your own lifetime.” 

“When our bodies fall unto the bowels of the earth, virtuous actions shall mount with our 

minds into the highest heavens.” Immortality of Mind would overcome death. By the 

now-worthy artifice of art, “You shall see how noble a shadow of your virtuous life shall 

hereafter remain when you are dead and gone.” Sonnet 72 readers may be moved to 

compare this language with the laconic line, “My name be buried where my body is.” 

In the Hamlet soliloquy, we return full circle to the traumatized child’s most profound 

concerns, of life and death, now met honorably and courageously. Listen first to Cardan, 

then his student, ‘Shakespeare’/Oxford. “There is nothing that doth better or more truly 

prophesy the end of life than when a man dreameth that he doth traveleth and wander into 

far countries…and chiefly if he imagineth himself to ride upon a white horse that is swift, 

and that he traveleth in countries unknown without hope of return…” Hamlet agreed, 

“…the dread of something after death, the undiscovered country from whose bourne no 

traveler returns, puzzles the will, and makes us rather bear those ills we have, than fly to 

others we know not of…” 

Again, Cardan on inner peace: “A man is nothing but his mind: if the mind be 

discontented the man be all disquiet though all the rest be well.” And ‘Shakespeare’: 

“There is nothing either good or bad but thinking makes it so...” This was the first 

expression of learned Existentialism, before Kierkegaard, Husserl, Heidegger, and Sartre. 

The soul’s angst is not a modern phenomenon, or else Oxford was ahead of his time—

except that there is no time in the spiritual realm, where past and present mingle and 

transcend temporal limitation.  
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The eternal spiritual realm is, in the nature of things, a mystical experience beyond linear 

time, our understanding relying upon abstract verities imaginatively conceived, what 

Plato called the Ideas, or Forms, and Christians the Word that is with, and is, God. 

Oxford merged these two belief-systems into a Christian Paideia. 

But there is yet another level of eschatology critical to Oxford—man, philosopher, and 

artist—expressed by Hamlet’s last breath. He prophesies Fortinbras’s victory and then 

says—”The rest is silence.”  

 

(Parenthetically, in the First Folio, we read a little more, which has been cut out of the 

trade editions—four echoing cries of O, and then he dies. The word echo phonetically 

matches the initials for Oxford’s Latin monogram, Edwardus Comes Oxoniensis, Our 

friend from Oxford Edward, or Italianated as Edwardo Comiti Oxonie: ECO. Hamlet, 

zeroed or nothinged, doubles as the author’s closing salutation and farewell, ECO’s 

four/vier echoes of O.) 

 

Returning to the sentence, “The rest is silence”, literally read, it is a non sequitur. You 

simply assume it means something deep. Teacher said. However there is a 

contemporaneous Pythagorean reference to “silence”, in Henry Reynolds’ exhortation to 

his colleagues to relearn the Art of Number. Number’s Magus was Pythagoras, known to 

antiquity as the Master of Silence. He said ‘silence is divine’. (A. Fowler, Spenser, p. 

245; Gerta Calmann, p. 65) The Sonnets’ structure embeds extensive features of 

Pythagorean numerical and geometrical theory. 

 

Number makes no sound, seemingly has no earthly power, yet in proportion, ratio, and 

harmony, Number is the symbolic analogue to the structure of Nature, the only ‘world’ 

we know. When Hamlet, and we read in, the never-ending anguish and calamity of men, 

is done, the template of Nature silently endures.  

Just as silently, the shadow of a soul outlasts its transient source. In the younger Oxford’s 

words, “I shall erect you such a monument that you shall see how noble a shadow of your 

virtuous life shall hereafter remain when you are dead and gone.” Through vagaries and 

courses the shadow finds its way to other souls, cast by the light of inspired receptivity of 

truth and learning. With Oxford we have seen that light flaring from the chiaroscuro of an 

unquiet soul: his experience of death, Nature, learning, his bonds of love, honor, and the 

dubious destiny to write for all time. As in Sonnet 65, “…this miracle have might / In 

black ink my love may still shine bright.” Or in different terms, “O spare and fictive life / 

Gods and angels obscure / We look out upon the waters / We make ourselves the 

metaphor / But winged spirit, phantom Sound / Carries in flight unhindered / It does not 

drown.” 

 

To the memory of John H. Schaar                

WJ Ray 

 


